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Jef Geys, Brieven aan Roger — Kempens Informatieblad (Letter to Roger — Kempens
Informatieblad), n.d., newspaper. Collection of the Flemish Community on loan to SMAK,
Ghent. Courtesy the artist and SMAK
Of all my works I must show
How I have lived and my days spent
1

— Everyman

In the spring of 2008, Okwui Enwezor organised ‘Archive Fever: Uses of the Document in
Contemporary Art’ at the International Center for Photography in New York, an exhibition
that included the same work by Jef Geys that had been on view in Enwezor’s Documenta11
six years earlier — one of only a handful of occasions in the last decade that allowed a
broader art audience to acquaint itself with the oeuvre of the notoriously elusive and
wayward Belgian artist. The work, a 36-hour-long film-cum-slide show made up of tens of
thousands of black-and-white photographs taken by the artist from the late 1950s to the
early 2000s, is titled Day and Night and Day… and in Enwezor’s eloquent words,
it belongs to this temporal category in which the archive is used to elicit the boundless
procession of discrete levels of time, as a juncture between past and present. […] It is both
a personal and cultural meditation on time and the archive. […] The film is not only
structurally about the flow of images from a time past into the present; by virtue of its
languorous movement, unfolding one panel at a time, the form of its delivery is also
intended to confound the ability to distil the film into an index of a life’s work. Working
with the basic format of an inventory, in an almost chronological register, the
photographs are activated as moving pictures by slow dissolves. Nothing much happens in
the film apart from shifts in tone, gradations of muted gray and lightness, as the images
unspool in a horizontal band. Unlike [Gerhard] Richter’s Atlas [1961—ongoing], Geys’s
work is not one of accumulation and collecting; rather, it is an inventory of ephemeral
images, slowly and arduously exposed one frame followed by the next, and next, day and
night and day […] the temporal relationship between each image is established through
sheer density. The basic means of this proto-cinematic work belie the conceptual nature of
its endless pursuit of history as the passage of time, as the relentless inscription of private
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memory onto the space of a collective public culture.

In a review published in The New York Times during the show’s run, art critic Holland
Cotter was rather less effusive — but certainly no less appreciative — about the
aforementioned tens of thousands of images, stating matter-of-factly (i.e. in a manner I
imagine Geys himself would have applauded: as matter-of-factly as the work itself):
‘Whether they provide evidence of aesthetic development […] or insight into the artist’s
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maturing mind and soul, will be known only to the most devoted of viewers’ (i.e. to those
both hardy and devoted enough to sit through 36 hours of mind-numbing, sleep-inducing
visual sameness). For more than anything else — that is to say, more, first and foremost,
than being a monument of autobiography, a portrait of the artist as an ageing man braving
the steady onslaught of time — this, I believe, is both the essence of Day and Night and
Day… as well as the one quality that singles it out as one of Geys’s most programmatic and
exemplary, perhaps even manifesto-like works: the fundamental equivalence of every single
picture ever taken by the artist during a forty-year period of feverish creative activity which
saw the recalcitrant Geys become a referential figure (obviously despite himself) in post-War
European art. Not only does Geys’s diaristic project, first published as a collection of five
hundred contact sheets in a book with the typically laconic, self-explanatory title Al de foto’s
tot 1998 (All the photos up to 1998, 1998), completely disregard the boundaries between
public and private life — a sardonic nod to those age-old avant-garde adages, revived in the
post- War era by the ascendance of Fluxus, that call for the dissolution of art into life and
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vice versa — but it also, consequently, tramples on all institutionalised distinctions between
art and non-art (between a good photograph and a bad photograph, between an artistic
photograph and a non-artistic photograph) and, much more importantly still, between the
artist and ‘other’ people (between the expert, connoisseur or authority on the one hand and
the amateur or ignorant on the other). And here, Geys’s notion of the fundamental
equivalence of ‘all the photos up to 1998’ — that quality which produces the hypnotic effect
of overwhelming visual sameness in the 36-hour movie based on these photographs —
becomes the mere surface effect of a much more deeply rooted political passion: a passion
for equality and egalitarianism. Liberté, the very condition of art making, yes, of course —
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but only ever together with egalité and fraternité.
•
First, some of the basic facts. Born in 1934 in Leopoldsburg (a small town in rural northeast
Flanders best known for its military base, where both his father and later his brother were
stationed), Geys’s childhood was shaped in no small part by the experience of the World
War II — well-dressed Nazis were a common sight around the local garrison, and the nearby
village of Hechtel eventually became a theatre of dramatic rearguard fighting when the
German army was forced out of Belgium in the autumn of 1944. If our attention to locality —
Hechtel, Leopoldsburg and the sandy Campine region (of the Kempens Informatieblad
fame) to which these toponyms belong — has so far sounded unnecessarily detailed, it is
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worth pointing out here, at the very outset, that Geys is an intensely ‘local’ artist. His work
evidences an uncompromising attachment to a handful of small villages in Belgium’s
decidedly unglorifiable northern neck of the woods — the centripetal point of which is the
village of Balen, where the artist has lived and worked for more than half a century — and
this is inextricably bound up with the militancy of his artistic stance in general: that of a
radical peripherality and self-conscious marginalisation (‘exile’ would probably be too
romantic a term) through which the artist seeks to articulate his unyielding resistance to the
centralist and centralising powers of the (art) system. And if our attentiveness to
biographical detail (birth, childhood, family life) has so far been equally pious, it is worth
remembering here that living in Geys’s case cannot possibly be separated from making art —
that there is no such thing as a biographical fallacy when discussing the work of an artist
whose artistic activity coincided with his work as a schoolteacher for almost thirty years.

Jef Geys, ABC École de Paris (ABC School of Paris), 1959—61, drawings. Installation
view, M HKA, Antwerp. Courtesy the artist and M HKA collection
Indeed, ‘education’ is one (if not the) essential aspect of Geys’s artistic practice, if only
because for the better part of his life as a ‘professional’ artist — that is to say, one whose aim
very early on became to complicate the partly class-based distinction between ‘amateur’ and
‘professional’ artists as much as critically possible — he was an art teacher in a small village
school, working with children aged ten to fifteen from 1960 until 1989.
For three decades, this school, which one critic has referred to as a small-scale equivalent of
the Dessau Bauhaus, functioned as an artist’s studio, a laboratory and an exhibition space
(for a time, Geys was able to exhibit original artworks by Jim Dine, Lucio Fontana and Roy
Lichtenstein inside the classroom; he also took his class on a field trip to Marcel
Broodthaers’s studio), a platform for educational experimentation and a testing ground that
allowed Geys to pose those questions about art that cannot be asked so innocently in the
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paranoia-stricken power centres of the global art system. Long before the art world
‘discovered’ the art academy, the art school and the discourse of artistic education as a
curatorial hotspot (and hence also as a site of symbolic capital merely waiting to be
converted into real capital), Geys toiled in the trenches of the most basic, unglamorous art
education, blissfully free from the institutional constraints of a culture of artistic-political
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correctness or bourgeois taste. It is in the art classes of the village school in Balen, for
instance, that Geys’s Vrouwenvragen (Women’s Questions, 1960—ongoing) first took
shape: a list of more than a hundred questions, written down in Geys’s signature fauxmechanical handwriting on a long strip of dull brown packing-paper, that relate to the
‘women’s questions’ of the day (‘emancipation: what is it?’, ‘does clothing have anything to
do with feminism?’, ‘is it OK to have beauty pageants?’, ‘what about abortion?’, etc.). Many
of these Geys assembled during long hours spent consulting various newspapers in the
village library, after which these questions were submitted to his adolescent female students
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in vocational training for lengthy group discussions. Early on, then, Geys’s art classes
became the stage for resolutely non-artistic intellectual pursuits, a site for the interrogation
of art as much as for the expansion of its conceptual purchase: for a couple of years, Geys
would either start or conclude his classes by asking the school’s immigrant children (i.e.
those born to either Turkish or Moroccan parents) to teach their Flemish classmates a
handful of foreign words — an anecdote which one critic reads as demonstrative of Geys’s
lifelong attempt to ‘continuously tear apart the dominant language of logocentric discourse,
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thereby inscribing his work in the non-positions of its minor subjects’. In another telling
experiment, conducted in the pivotal year of
‘Geys’s insistence on the
1968, Geys proceeded to playfully expand
emancipatory potential of boring
his students’ knowledge of contemporary
routines is informed by an
geography — a geography that was, of
underlying suspicion of ‘genius’ as
course, thoroughly politicised, marked as it
one of the more genteel
was by such distinctions as North versus
manifestations of institutionalised
South Korea and North versus South
inequality.’
Vietnam — by inviting them to help him
draw a giant world map on the school’s playground — only to be rebuffed by the school’s
geography teacher, who found Geys’s intrusion into his well-defined terrain unacceptable,
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feeling that the art teacher had no business teaching geography, much less politics. And

whenever Jef Geys-the-art-teacher was content to perform the role of the cobbler sticking to
his last (a vocation which we will be returning to shortly), he primarily did so to ironically
question the very procedures that art schools around the globe trust to produce ‘art’ — that
is to say, that exact type of art that, because of its accolades, will never succeed in
threatening the aforementioned geography teacher, in upsetting the order of things. The
best-known example of this ironic affirmation of the rules that govern the field of art
production and art appreciation — and I am using Pierre Bourdieu’s terminology
consciously here — is ABC École de Paris (ABC School of Paris, 1959— 61), a suite of more
than 200 drawings, executed on the same cheap brown packing-paper as Women’s
Questions, in which Geys took great pains to obey the basic grammar of the art of drawing
shoes, drawing horses, drawing hats, drawing hands, drawing drawing equipment — all of
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which resulted in expensively priced kitsch rather than ‘real’ art.
•
Let us return, briefly, to the figure of Geys’s geography-teaching colleague, a figure so
stereotypical I am almost inclined to accord him mythological status: the Geography
Teacher as Ignorant Schoolmaster. A titular allusion to a famous book by French
philosopher Jacques Rancière from 1987, who, as we know, has one or two things to say
about ‘the doctrine urging everyone to mind his or her own business’ that Geys encountered
so ostentatiously and aggressively on the playground of his school in Balen in 1968. In The
Philosopher and His Poor (1983), which centres on the emblematic figure of the shoemaker
(just as mythological as the geography teacher) and his position (‘rank’) in the history of
philosophy, Rancière notes how ideology ‘simply may be the fact that each does “his own
business” in a universe where fabrication and imitation, truth and doxa, exchange their
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powers’. The geography teacher of Balen here figures as the exemplary ideologue, the
apologist of a status quo built on the supposition that art teachers teach ‘art’ (of the type
described above, of the type prescribed by the ABC of the école de Paris) only — the
‘ignorant’ advocate of an order of things founded on the assumption that a shoemaker
makes shoes only. And indeed, ‘order is menaced wherever a shoemaker does something
else than make shoes. By the same token, anyone who upsets the order of estates can be
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called a shoemaker’. Geys the shoemaker — and Geys the really ignorant schoolmaster,
who invites his students to teach him instead, to teach each other things he does not know
himself, who seizes the practice of both art and art teaching as a practice of (among,
between) equals as well as one that produces equals; a practice that produces equality
because it supposes equality. For equality truly is ‘a presupposition, an initial axiom — or it
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is nothing’.
In another book by Rancière to which these characterisations refer, The Ignorant
Schoolmaster: Five Lessons in Intellectual Emancipation (1987) — five lessons whose
overarching motto is nothing other than ‘the equality of intelligence’ — the French thinker
asserts that ‘reciprocity is the heart of the emancipatory method’, and ‘emancipation is the
consciousness of that equality, of that reciprocity that alone permits intelligence to be
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realised by verification’. Now with regards to this intelligence, its
act is to see and to compare what has been seen. It sees at first by chance. It must seek to
repeat, to create the conditions to re-see what it has seen, in order to see similar facts, in
order to see facts that could be the cause of what it has seen. It must also form words,
sentences and figures, in order to tell others what it has seen. In short, the most frequent
mode of exercising intelligence, much to the dissatisfaction of geniuses, is repetition. And
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repetition is boring.
Repetition is also a key ingredient (as we have seen in our discussion of both W omen’s
Questions and Day and Night and Day…) in much of Geys’s work — its insistence on the
emancipatory potential of such boring routines informed by an underlying suspicion of the
art world’s celebration of ‘genius’ as one of the more genteel manifestations of
institutionalised inequality. (Rancière calls the belief in genius ‘the madness of superior
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beings’, by the way, and ‘every institution […] a dramatisation of inequality’. ) In many
ways, Geys does the opposite of his near-contemporary Joseph Beuys, whose proposed
solution to the problem of inequality, within the oligarchic art world as without, basically
consisted of elevating everyone to the status of genius; in this very act of ‘elevation’ — a feat
of magic routinely sealed by the artist’s auratic signature — the underlying concept of
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genius’s hierarchy was basically kept intact. In Jef Geys’s practice, the artist’s very name
becomes the site for equality’s most extreme instantiations: in 1989 he invited a fourteenyear-old boy named Gijs Van Doorn (his given name having the same sound as Geys’s family
name) to show his ‘artwork’ alongside that of his senior namesake in a commercial gallery in
Knokke, a fancy Belgian seaside resort, making sure there was very little to distinguish one

man’s work from another's child’s play. On a much earlier occasion he also toyed with the
potential for confusion afforded by his lifelong association with friends and colleagues such
as Jef Van Dijck (the man who introduced Geys to Brecht and Russian avant-garde theatre)
and Jef Sleeckx, a Belgian socialist who, while still in his thirties, taught at the same school
as Geys, and whose subsequent career in national politics took off after his involvement in a
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strike at a local zinc-processing factory for which Geys designed a couple of union banners.
The egalitarian erasure of proper names reached its apogee, finally, in a sound piece realised
in 1968 for which Geys mixed his own voice with that of the Zangeres Zonder Naam, a
Dutch-born singer of distinctly lowbrow popular songs whose artist’s alias literally
translates as ‘Singer Without Name’ — a decidedly unholy alliance out of which only an
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artist without qualities could have emerged.
•
‘Ohne Eigenschaften’: I am not the first to invoke the spectral figure of Robert Musil’s man
without qualities in the context of Geys’s work, which is just as inexhaustible as the great
Austrian writer’s monumental literary achievement. I admit, for instance, to not having said
a single word about what many may well agree to be one the artist’s most important and
long-running projects, that which first acquired concrete shape and form at the 1991 Bienal
de São Paulo (here, too, a school would soon be manoeuvred into the centre of art world
attention). And I have hardly spoken, really, of the Kempens Informatiebladen. But I must
conclude regardless for now, and no finer words can be found to describe the plight of the
man from Balen than those uttered, at some point in the book’s eleven hundred or so pages,
by Musil’s own early twentieth-century everyman:
‘I quite agree with you,’ Ulrich hastened to say. ‘There is nothing I am less fit for than
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being myself.’
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